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Background Information

● J. Wright Mooar stories of hunting buffalo and selling the meat to railway 
workers state that he has killed over twenty thousand buffalo and also 
helping to eliminate the Indian threat apparent in the great plains.

● The importance of the processing of the meat of the buffalo instead of just 
cooking it is the meat is able to last longer without rot and the brine, salt, and 
sugar made the meat last longer.



Why kill the Buffalo?

● The buffalo meat was the closest food source the railway workers had in the 
west.

● Buffalo skins were used as robes.
● People on trains shot buffalo on their way by for fun.

○ Was the leading cause of buffalo death with the most waste.



Historical Context

● Harvesting the Bison Herds events described start in October of 1877
● After the Civil War and in reconstruction era
● The indians were believed to be a threat to all the settlers in the midwest 

because of them attacking people who had encroached on their territory and 
violated it.

● The native leader Sitting Bull lead his people into Canada to escape the 
Americans harsh treatment of them and the constant threat of being 
eliminated



Intended Audience

● This was written for the new settlers traveling towards the west and showing 
them how to live.

● Also writing about the  natives gives this a ulterior audience which is the 
supporters of the persecution of native americans that are in america.



Purpose

● Show how the minimal amount of buffalo make life hard on buffalo hunters.
● The author also seems to be anti-native american and is trying to persuade 

people that the natives are savage and less then them. Probably a supporter 
of the indian removal act.

                                                



Point Of View

● The point of view is of a experienced pioneer in the midwest showing how you 
can use the resources provided by nature to acquire enough to even sell the 
extra. 



Outside Information

● During this time the limited shipment of required resources required people 
living in the midwest to live in a way where the things they do have need to be 
completely used.

● Author was probably influenced by the battle of Little Bighorn when hundreds 
of American soldiers including colonel George Custer by a Native American 
attack.



Synthesis

● This story of J. Wright Mooar connects to the indian removal act which was 
passed by Congress on May 28, 1830, during the presidency of Andrew 
Jackson. The law authorized the president to negotiate with southern Indian 
tribes for their removal to federal territory west of the Mississippi River in 
exchange for their ancestral homelands. Because of this when you remove 
the Natives from their homeland it shows the people they can dominate them.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/President_of_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Jackson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Jackson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southeastern_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Native_Americans_in_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_removal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mississippi_River


Important event at this time

● Battle of Little Bighorn 
○ Was a native attack on encroaching Americans
○ American Colonel George Custer and all his men were killed
○ Made the American see natives as even more uncivilized 



Answer Key

1.



Abraham Lincoln's, Last Public Address 



Historical Context

● April 11th, 1865, Lincoln’s speech on the surrender of Robert E. Lee’s 
confederate surrender.

● In the crowd was a man named John Wilkes Booth, and he heard Lincoln’s 
speech on how the war is coming to an end, and so 3 days later he came to 
Ford’s theatre and was aiming a pistol down at Lincoln’s head and shot him.

● That day: April 14th to April 15th, Abraham Lincoln had been killed. Making 
the celebration of the confederate speech his last public speech.



Intended Audience

● Abraham Lincoln’s speech was to let the people of his town to be relieve that 
the war is coming to an end soon.

● Also to celebrate the surrender of Robert E. Lee’s confederate army.
● Also to give his people the comfort of the new nation to be rebuild.



Purpose

● The purpose for why Abraham Lincoln gave that speech was to give credit for 
the army and their bravery to fight for new changes.

● It also gave his people new ideas on the impending win and the freedom that 
slavery and how to rebuild the new state.



Point of View

● The view of a president after knowing that his side is winning and giving hope 
to his followers and also giving new ideas of what is coming soon to his 
state.



Outside Information

● This has been the first time that Lincoln publicly announced his support for 
Black Suffrage.

● Even though the Civil War had ended, there were still many in the South that 
disagreed with Lincoln’s ideals. This is evident in hate groups that were 
created afterwards such as the KKK.



Synthesis

● The address introduced the idea of Reconstruction, an idea that the South 
vehemently rejected. Although Lincoln was assassinated his ideas would be 
developed further and eventually slowly rebuild the United States of America.



Answer Key [All answers are A right now]
When was Robert E. Lee’s Surrender?
A. 1865
B. 1776
C. 1845

What prompted John Wilkes Booth to target Lincoln?
A. His ideas of reconstruction.
B. The Battle of Ford’s Theater.
C. Lincoln’s animosity towards the south.

Who was Lincoln’s intended audience?
A. The distraught North and South Americans after the civil war.
B. The aspiring hate groups.
C. European nations, to appeal for foreign aid.

What was the main reason for Lincoln’s address?
A. Lee’s surrender and reconstruction.
B. Lee’s surrender and women's’ rights.
C. Discussing military strategy against the South.

How did Lincoln’s ideas affect America?
A. It promoted reconstruction and eventuated black suffrage.
B. It demonstrated the value of capitalism.
C. It became a negative example for presidents.

Why were the South in opposition of Lincoln?
A. The south still had the trauma of losing war and their beliefs were not upheld.
B. They had wanted to expand slavery across all of America.
C. The speech was taken as an insult since it was at Ford’s Theater.


